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XT4 SPECIFICATIONS

USER WEIGHT LIMIT with power lift/tilt 160kg / 350lb

with fixed frame 182kg / 401lb

MAXIMUM SPEED 10km/h / 6.2mph

MAXIMUM SPEED (with lift) 5km/h / 3.1mph

LENGTH OF BASE 1000mm / 39"

WIDTH OF BASE   700mm / 27.5" 

WHEELS Offroad pneumatic 145 / 70-6

SEAT TO FLOOR HEIGHT 480mm / 19"

GROUND CLEARANCE 125mm / 5"

TURNING RADIUS 1410mm / 55.5"

MOTORS 4 x 700W gear in line

CHAIR WEIGHT  (minimum) Base, batteries, rehab seating, centre  
post legrest, no power lift functions 185kg / 408lb

  (standard) Base, batteries, rehab seating with  
power lift, tilt, recline and legrest 220kg / 485lb

DRIVE ELECTRONICS R-net 

BATTERY SIZE 115Ah (C20)

SEATING (width & depth) 305–610mm / 12–24"

Seat lift & tilt 
300mm / 45°

Tilt 50°

Seat lift 12" / 
300mm

95–180°
Legrest
elevation

Magic Mobility  +61 3 8791 5600

sales@magicmobility.com.au

Explore with us magicmobility.com.au

Please remember that your wheelchair has electric motors and must NEVER be driven through water, into
rivers, creeks and the sea. Check online for current version. The information and specifications contained 
in this brochure are correct and up-to-date at the time of printing and may be subject to change.
©Magic Mobility. Product of Australia.

95–160° Recline

FULLY EQUIPPED FOR ADVENTURE
For people who love to push their boundaries. How much further will you venture?

Standard POWER FUNCTIONS

REHAB OR MPS SEATING
Choose from our rehab or MPS 
seating and backrests, and a wide 
range of other options including 
fold-forward or removable 
backrests for ease of  
transport, swing away  
joystick mounts and a  
wide range of headrests. 
All core seating  
options are standard  
across the Magic  
Mobility portfolio.

OFFROAD FEATURES 
& ACCESSORIES
The XT4 offers a range of 
powered features, seating and 
accessories designed to support 
and equip you for adventure. Stay 
comfortable all day while you enjoy 
your hobbies,  explore new places 
or hit the beach. With accessories 
ranging from puncture-resistance 
kits and camera mounts to 
sunshades and fishing rod holders, 
we’ve thought of all you might 
need to discover more outdoors.

       OFFROAD, 
  OFF THE SCALE

Magic XT4 

CHOOSE YOUR BASE COLOUR
Select from our three most popular colours.  
Our sleek, high-quality metallic finish  
adds wow factor, and gives depth and  
dimension to the XT range.

SUNSET 
RED

HORIZON 
BLUE

MIDNIGHT 
BLACK



The XT4 is the world’s most extreme offroad powerchair  
in an urban-sized footprint. With front and rear suspension  
and servo powered steering, it’s designed to extend the limits  
of personal freedom in a world that’s not flat. 

Delivering more range with high-capacity batteries and  
integrated high efficiency headlights as standard, the  
XT4 offers everything you need to venture further – with  
more confidence – than ever before.

Fur therventure

PRECISE FORWARD  
& REVERSE CONTROL
Even on slippery or low traction surfaces, 
the  chair’s intuitive steering delivers a feeling 
of reliability, responsiveness and control, 
both  in forward and reverse. The XT4 steers 
using a unique combination of differential 
wheel speeds paired with an industry-leading 
servo steering module.

INTEGRATED  
LED LIGHTING
Don’t get caught out in the dark! Light your  
way with confidence thanks to our integrated  
front and rear LED lighting system.

IMPROVED battery RANGE
Go further for longer and see more 
Large capacity* batteries come standard on the XT4.  
These provide exceptional range for a powerful 4WD,  
extending your scope for adventurous exploration  
and boosting your confidence to go the distance. 

Now you can go further for longer and with added  
peace of mind.

*115Ah at C20 discharge rate.

SUPERIOR PATENTED 
SUSPENSION
Ultimate 4WD traction and stability 
Our patented suspension coupled with the power of  
a motor to each of the four drive wheels delivers the  
ultimate in obstacle climbing, traction and control.

Front and rear wheels are mounted on their own pivoting  
arms that adjust independently to follow the contours  
of the terrain. This helps keep all four wheels on the  
ground and delivers a smoother ride, greater stability  
and more control across even the most extreme  
offroad terrains. 

EATS KERBS FOR BREAKFAST
2800 Watts of unstoppable power 
With four powerful 700-Watt motors, the XT4 delivers the power  
you need to plough through practically any terrain and tackle  
the toughest of life’s obstacles. So, if your question is  
‘Can the XT4 take me there?’, the most likely answer is YES!
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